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UNDER THE BELL  
PENDANT LAMP Ø55

AUGUST 20 
                      –      18



MATERIALS
PET material and rubber / PVC 3x0,75mm2

COLORS
Black, Grey, White Melange

DIMENSIONS
W: 55 cm / 21.75” — H: 32 cm / 12.75”

PRICE
€ 499 / £ 449 / USD 595 / DKK 3.495 / SEK 

4.695 / NOK 4.449 / CAD 809
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UNDER THE BELL PENDANT LAMP Ø55

NEWS FROM MUUTO: A SMALLER VERSION OF THE UNDER THE BELL 
PENDANT LAMP
Characterized by its cupola-like lampshade and sound-absorbing felt material, 
made using recycled PET plastic fibres, the Under The Bell Pendant Lamp is 
now introduced in a smaller version with a diameter of 55 cm.

With its raw and distinct surface texture, the lampshade adds a modern 
sentiment to its surroundings while absorbing the sound underneath with its 
distinct form, molded with a felt that uses recycled plastic fibers.

The addition of a smaller version of the design allows for use in any home or 
contract space for a contemporary and functional pendant lamp that can be 
hung on its own or in clusters as well as more stringent formations.

The Under The Bell Pendant Lamp Ø55 comes in three colors: Black, Grey  
and White Melange.

ISKOS-BERLIN ON THE DESIGN
“Under The Bell is more than just a lampshade—when situated over a 
table or in an open space, the bell-shaped light creates its own space 
within the environment. As such, the design embraces and shelters the 
people underneath, both in a physical and abstract manner, for an intimate 
atmosphere. The design is made using fibers from recycled plastic bottles that, 
along with its unique shape, enables Under The Bell to absorb sound  
and improve the acoustics of any room."

ABOUT ISKOS-BERLIN
Boris Berlin and Aleksej Iskos approach their work as a complex storytelling, 
fusing a clear design language with precise meaning to create technical 
yet accessible objects with beauty and function, understood by all. Their 
Copenhagen-based design studio, formerly known as Komplot Design, has 
collaborated with some of the world’s most prestigious manufacturers while 
their designs are exhibited in collections at numerous museums around  
the world including MoMA New York, Vitra Design Museum and Design 
Museum Denmark.

ABOUT MUUTO
Muuto is rooted in the Scandinavian design tradition characterized by  
enduring aesthetics, functionality, craftsmanship and an honest expression.  
By expanding this heritage with forward-looking materials, techniques and  
bold creative thinking, our ambition is to deliver new perspectives on 
Scandinavian design.by
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"Under The Bell is more than just a lampshade—when situated over a table 
or in an open space, the bell-shaped light creates its own space within 
the environment. As such, the design embraces and shelters the people 
underneath, both in a physical and abstract manner, for an intimate 
atmosphere. The design is made using fibers from recycled plastic bottles 
that, along with its unique shape, enables Under The Bell to absorb sound 
and improve the acoustics of any room." — Iskos-Berlin


